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Plans for Athletics
Center to Proceed

Eban Rejects Fullback
To Pre-War Borders
the few against the many," Eban
by John Osier
repeatedly reminded his audience
Asserting that "the idea that that the Jewish nation neither
Israel should move from the cease- sought nor received any assistance
fire lines without a peace settle- in its fight against aggression.
ment, including demarcation of His analogies were "the weak apermanent frontiers, is so ir- gainst the strong" and "David and
rational that it is amazing to hear Goliath."
it put forward at all," Minister
Having "emerged alone and unof Foreign Affairs for the State
aided,"
Israel will "never again
of Israel Abba Ebam reaffirmed
find
herself
vulnerable," asserted
his country's determination to
stand against an enemy 500 times Eban, referring to Israel's preits size with 50 times the popula- vious and false assumption that the .
U. N. could be relied upon to pretion.
serve peace.
Addressing a capacity crowd of
Now that the "old order has been
4500 at Jorgensen Auditorium, shattered" the country is deterUniversity of Connecticut, the mined not to go back to the "old
former U. N. Ambassador reit- situation." Israel will settle for
erated the Israeli position on the nothing less than Arab recognition
dispute now raging in the Middle of her borders. The drawing of
East. Eban described that position the boundaries, according to Eban,
as "constant and unvarying since is negotiable; but recognition of
the hostilities broke out."
the Jewish state must precede all
Rejecting any attempts by the such negotiation.
big powers to impose a settlement
The speech reflected amply
at the cost of compromise, the Israel's belief that, thanks totheir
Foreign Minister warned "those own heroic efforts, they are vicwho did nothing and attempted tors in the war and in a position
little to prevent the war" to be to set the terms.
"scrupuously careful to avoid
Pointing out that, during the past
obstructing the peace."
He was
scarcely
less
critical
of the role of the U. N. during the
early summer when Arab-Israeli
conflicts broke out. The Middle
Eastern crisis, he said, raises
serious reflections on the role of
international agencies in disputes between states. "TheSecurity Council debate in May-June,
by A. Rand Gordon
1367 ranks with the Blockade of
Aqaba and the Egyptian-Jordan
An advisory statement issued.
pact as one of the events which October 30 by the Williams Colmade hostilities inevitable," Eban lege Faculty-Student Discipline.
claimed.
Committee limits campus protests
Clearly emphasized throughout to actions which do not violate the
the address was Israel's deter- "orderly and equitable conduct"of
mination to stand alone. Both college affairs.
his statement about the If. N. role
This statement marks a reverand the attempts of large nations sal of direction of the pendulum
to impose settlement reflected bit- that swings between the strict
terness and a new independence on civil libertarian viewpoint supIsrael's part,
porting the free presentation of
Proudly exalting the "theme of all opinion and the highly moral-
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The requests of the student facilities, Stuart E. Edelman "68
sub-committee on Joint Educaof the Dialogue Committee was
tional Policy (the Dialogue Comuncertain but pointed out that the
mittee) and of the Interfraternity
College "doesn't have enough
Council to grant first priority to
(Continued on Page 5)
the consti'uction of additional
social facilities received a qualified rejection in a letter from
President Albert C. Jacobs.
After conferring with the Board
of Trustees the President deterAbba Eban
mined that plans for the athletic
(Osier Photo)
complex, underway since 1964,
two decades, war has been tried must proceed. He cited a stuthree times and "temporary and dent evaluation of the athletic
improvised measures have been facilities in 1963as weighingheavSecretary of State Dean Rusk
tried all the time," Eban maintain- ily in the decision to provide im- will lecture at Mt. Holyoke College
proved
physical
education
facilied that" peace is the only idea which
on Wednesday, November 8, in
has not been tried at all." "The ties. Further he pointed to the spite of plans by students of Mt.
hour is ripe," he claimed, "forthe fire which destroyed Alumni Hall, Holyoke, Smith, and Amherst .
which reportedly housed 40 per- colleges to protest American ingreat experiment of peace,"
Israel is ready to wait until the cent of the athletic program, as volvement in Vietnam.
Arabs are forced to consider another consideration in proceedSecretary Rusk was invited to
peaceful co-existence, and she ing with the construction of three Mt. Holyoke through the Belle
doesn't want other nations pushing parts of" the planned four unit Ludington Memorial Lecture. A
her toward another hasty half- Ferris Athretlcs Center.
librarian at Mt, Holyoke before her
solution.
Asked how the plans to go ahead death, Belle Ludington was an inThe foreign minister held that the with the construction of the ath- timate friend of the Rusk family.
Arab nation was the only state in letics center might affect conThe students who are against
(Continued on page 6)
Johnson's Vietnam
struction of the additional social President
policy have not decided upon the
method of protest to be employed.
They wish to show respect for the
office of Secretary of State, and
to honor the memory of Belle
Ludington.
Armanda Young '68, a Mt.
Holyoke student, proposed that students wear mourning dresses and,
istic attitude which would prevent include dismissal from the col- perhaps, black arm bands in a
student exposure to those repre- lege."
silent vigil while Rusk speaks.
sentatives of industry or of govNo
such
statement
concerning
the
The NEWS, the Mt. Holyoke
ernment which in the eyes of the
newspaper, has taken
student protestors., are linked to nature of protests existsat the Col- weekly
lege
to
date.
No
such
protests
a
s
strong stands against the war and
the dissemination of injustice or
death either in the U. S.'s foreign were staged at Brooklyn College, openly criticized Rusk. In an
dealings or in the war in Vietnam. Oberlin and others has yet occur- editorial October 13, the newspaper
stated:
The statement was the result of red here.
Jeffrey Morrow '70, president of
a protest Thursday, October 2C,
"Mi: Rusk, who subscribes to
at which student members of the the only organized protest group Johnson's priorities, Is asking
at the college, SDS, said that the Americans to ignore for the moCommittee of Action and Resistance physically barred the en- chapter, "is committed to the civil ment the crisis in our cities, the
trance of a CIA recruit'er to Brain- libertarian viewpoint that neces- crisis of the racial situation, and
erd Mears House on campus in sarily supports complete freedom to sacrifice anti-poverty programs
of speech."
Williamstown.
that the war effort may continue
Morrow, in referring to other and expand. He asks this because
Such demonstrations as this
obstruction of CIA interviews re- groups or to the actions of indiv- as the President explained in Texas
flects a national trend that made iduals did not rule out the possibil- last week, American security is
itself manifest in demonstrations ity of such protests at the College. imperiled; defeat in Vietnam—
earlier this fall at Brooklyn Col- He recognized the moralistic p r e - though he can not tell us with
lege. In that incident 60 students mise upon which a demonstration any "certainty"--may precipitate
and three faculty members were which bars physically the display a nuclear war...The NEWS not
arrested following a pitched battle of information might be based. This merely questions but seriously
between some 1,000 students and premise views the group repre- challenges Mr. Rusk's set oi
(Continued on Page 5)
200 New York City Policemen.
priorities."
Committee action followed a
statement by Williams' president
John E. Sawyer declaring that,
"Whenever extremists have begun
invading these rights (of free expression), whenever any group
starts deciding who others can see
or hear or disrupting the activities
of the College, the whole community is the loser."
The final remarks issued by the
Faculty-Student Committee supported the principle of free expression as expressed in Sawyer's
speech. The group also passed on
to the administration various student proposals, concerning the
scheduling practices of the Office
of Career Counseling.

Rusk to Speak
At Mt. Holyoke;
Brave Protest

CIA Recruiters Blocked

Williams Scorns Disruptive Protests

Selective Service Attacked;
Graduate Studies Imperiled
The Council of Graduate Schools
in the U. S. last week transmitted
a statement to President Johnson
protesting the implications of the
Military Selective Service Act of
1367 and an Executive Order ending many graduate schools deferments,
The Council scored the effect
of the government's highly restrictive policy predicting it will have
"immediate serious consequences
for graduate education and will
produce an inevitable deterioration
of all higher education for an un-

Dr. Jacobs
Hospitalized
Dr, Albert C. Jacobs, president of' the College, underwent surgery for a benign
ulcer yesterday morning at
Hartford Hospital.
The operation was successful and President Jacobs is
resting
comfortably. His
Physician, Dr. Phelps, said
that Dr. Jacobs is In generally good condition.
D
r. Jacobs is expected to
re
main in. the hospital for
another three weeks. His
Physicians believe. that he
should be able to resume his
wll duties as President of the
two months.

predictable number of years."
Thomas A. Smith, associate
dean of the College and director
of graduate studies, felt the statement could have significant political implications if faculty and
administrators joined in disputing
the vagueness and inequity which
many feel is inherent in the government's attitude toward graduate
work. The government has ended
deferments for graduate studies
except in the areas of Health
Sciences and as yet undeslgnatecl
disciplines.
While the Council of Graduate
Schools accepted and endorsed the
government concept that national
security transcends the interest of
individual groups, they took issue
with the policy of selected deferments, asserting their beliefs that
"all fields of higher education are
of equally critical importance to
the continued welfare and balanced
development of the nation,"
Smith expressed his accord that
all areas of graduate study should
be considered of equal importance,
citing a possible deficiency in the
humanities as a result of longterm pursuance of the present government policy.
Heavily, critical of the Selective
Service's disruption in the lives
of those eligible for the military
and the consequent uncertainty that
the system fosters, theCounciladvocated the adoption of random se(Continued on page 6)

The most significant result of
tlie meeting was the policy statement that makes concrete the College's "obligation to maintain orderly and equitable conduct of its
affairs, free of intimidation and
harassment."
The committee
acknowledged peaceful and orderly
protest and dissent as rights of all
members of the college community
while they condemned "any action,
from any quarter, which obstructs
or interferes with the fulfillment
"of this basic obligation." It was
stressed that any "such obstruction or interference will be subject
to disciplinary action which may

THE BLUES MAGOOS will bring their psychedelic strobes
and electronic sounds to the Soph Hop Friday, November 17.
They'll be joined by Lonnie Youngblood and his Bloodbrothers.
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Meanwhile, Back in England

'Becket' Explores Martyrdom, Honor, Loyalty
by Steve Bauer
England has always had a strong'
passion for martyrs. There is a
certain dramatic, vibrant, almost;
romantic quality to pain, misunderstanding, and death when it befalls one man who battles the tides
of sentiment to achieve his person- •
al nobility. In the 16th century,
the martyr was Thomas More,
the conflict was between church
and state, and the opposition was
epitomized by Henry VIII. Martyrdom is much easier, it seems,
when God is involved.
Jean Anaullh's BECKET deals
with a previous martyr, a remarkably similar one who perhaps set
the trend, Thomas Becket found
that his conflict not only encompassed church and state but bi-,
sected national and personal loyalties and the search for individual
honor. His antagonist and king was
Henry n, a passionate friend, who
often failed to distinguish between
his private and public life.
The play is fragile and tenuous,
dealing with deep philosophic pro-

blems and involving patience and
sympathy on the part of the audience. One cannot say it is a dull
play but at times Anouilh, or at
least his English translator, slips
into mountains of rhetoric, beautiful language that is better suited
to a lecture hall than a theatre.
The tension and intensity of a successful production revolves around
the relationship between Becket
and Henry who must wade through
words to reach the heart. In short,
it is a difficult play; a challenging and rewarding intellectual exercise; and the Jesters, under
tne direction of George E. Nichols
III, did a remarkably good job
with it.
From the opening scene at
Becket's tomb to the whipping,
we are treading on soft ground.
The tension is too slow in building, the lapses into intellectual
posturing are crowded, yet the
Jesters did as much as they could
with the property, even more than
could have been expected. The set,
designed by Jerry Rojo of UConn,
was remarkably flexible and strik-
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ingly professional, imbuing the
medieval aura so necessary to the
-production. Within that set the
principals moved, like pawn and
king upon a chessboard as Becket
puts it. Richard Cody '68 played
Henry II with passion and force.
His voice was strong and resonant,
often carrying Anouilh's lines
with the inflection needed to make
them effective.
Continuity of
character was portrayed smoothly
and Cody built in intensity to the
banquet scene in which he superbly
juxtaposed his grief and anger
without slipping into melodrama.
Christopher Lees '70 portrayed
Becket with poise and restraint.
His role, -enigmatic and aloof as
it is, gives little sway for broad
interpretation. Yet Lees carried
his performance between the sardonic and the serious, the philosophic and the superfluous. His
lighthearted interpretation of several of Anouilh's heavy handed
lines saved them from oblivion
without allowing the dramatic moments to fade by unnoticed. His
Becket was a man who disliked
being loved, who was able to
love, but who was most capable
of giving his love to an abstract,
like "the honour of God." Cody's
Henry in contrast could love only
on the human level and his passions and explosions flashed like
strong light off a mirror,
Charles Rumsey '69, Philip
Khoury '71, Drew Fleisch '70, and
Ray Pech '70 portrayed Henry's
barons.
They are written as
faithful dogs and that is how they
were played. Thereweremoments
when the four barons came seriously close to slapstick but generally
they were successful. Anouilh's
church officials are often caricatures in BECKET. William Bartman '68 as Folliot, was comic
without over-indulgence and his
portrayal showed the hypocrisy
and condescension, of the Church
at that time., Hugh Elder '70
and Robert Garrett '71 had a
marvelous scene as the Pope and
one of his cardinals. Anouilh's
ruthless reduction of these ranking
churchmen to Italian peasants Is an
author'S indulgence that is most
enjoyable. Joel Houston '71 and
Christopher Johnstone '71 were
gossipy, unyielding, and pious in
their roles as bishops. William
Unger '69 as the Archbishop showed his strength of spirit and frailty

Roethke's Poetry Shows Evolution
Of Subject Matter, Syntax, Style
by -Jay Bernstein

Roethke's early poetry shows an
economy and simplicity of diction
together with a heavy use: of true
In the title poem of his first vol- end
rhymes'. These poems emphaume of verse, OPEN HOUSE (1941),
size a correspondence between
Theodore Roethke announces to us
his intention of using- himself as the poet's inner life and the life
of nature. An example of this
the main source of material for
would be in the poem " The Light
his poems;
Comes Brighter," where the mind
of the poet and nature simultanMy secrets cry aloud.
eously come alive in early spring.
I have no need for tongue.
At times Roethke simply describes
My heart keeps open house,
nature and lets the reader make
My doors are widely swung.
the correlation between it and
An epic of the eyes
the poet's mind for himself.
My love, with no disguise.
In THE LOST SON AND OTHER
POEMS Roethke makes a major
My truths are all foreknown, departure from his earlier work;
This anguish self-revealed.
he will still depend heavily upon
I'm naked to the bone,
nature for his source of imagery
With nakedness my shield.
but from here on out it will be
Myself is what I wear:
nature in sharp detail as opposed
I keep the spirit spare.
to the early images of "natural
and seasonal activity," through
'.. Though he does not tell us how, . his " microscopic scrutiny of plant
Roethke makes clear to us that life" Roethke attempts to seize
his central concern is the poet's with his imagination the essences
- self.••'.-As Ralph. Mills•:explains of plant life and show where they
in his monograph on Ro'ethke, the overlap with our. own lives. In
use of the self as the primary mat- his poem "Orchids," these sorts
ter of artistic expression and of correspondences are clearly
knowledge lends to Roethke's verse achieved:'
a sense of personal urgency and
They lean over the path,
at times even a sense of necessity.
Adder-mouthed,

Swaying close to the,face,
Coming out, soft and deceptive,
Limp and damp, delicate as a
young bird's tongue;
Their fluttery fledgling lips ..
Move slowly,
,,
Drawing- in the warm air.
Roethke is here makinguse of his
childhood in Michigan where his
family owned a floral establishment, in whose greenhouses he
apparently spent a good deal of
time. Through the life processes
of plants Roethke exposes himself
to those subrational levels of life
that ALL things in nature share.
In the highly experimental sequence that begins in THE LOST
SON and finishes in his next volume PRAISE TO THE END Roethke
said that he was trying to show"...
a kind of struggle out of the
slime; part of a slow spiritual
growth; an effort to be born,
and later to become something
more." Roethke found that his
earlier shorter forms were not
large enough to contain these new
ideas and therefore switched to
looser structures. The voice of
the poems comes from the child
protagonist; this permits Roethke
to use an associational scheme in
(Continued on page 3)

of body simultaneously.

biting and gossip wore comic to the
less dialogue, Perhaps it is partly dut) to the fact that we are able
to Identify with the protagonist,
a man in search of honor and meanIng in a world too complicated by'
loyalty and expectations.

Meanwhile back at the castle,
Betty Paine and Gail Ritchie, as
Henry's mother and wife respectively, beautifully revealed the
king's home situation. Their back-

HENRY II (Richard Cody '68) rages in grief and anger, asking
if no one will rid him of the "meddlesome priest." One of his
barons (Phil Khoury 71) listens before he and his cohorts go to
murder Becket.

•
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viewer, yet they uncovered deep
psychological wounds that help
explain Henry's actions. On the
other hand, Richard Dale '70, as
Henry's eldest son, played the
part too carelessly.
Chip Keyes '71 played the King
of France with dignity ami strength.
William Tingley '71 as the young
monk was properly proud ami
The Trinity C o l l i e Glee Club
impulsive. Rena Landers por- and the Connecticut Collage Choir ?,
trayed Gwendolen with an air that will join with soloists and orwas perhaps a bit too obsequious. chestra for a performance of HanMelanie Jones and Deborah Levin, del's . "(ule on Saint Cecilia's
as trans-Atlantic wertchus, were Day" in the ciiaiic! on Wedneseasy to look at and Victor Ron- day evening, November 8, at
dakoff '69 and Tom Cockier '71, 8:30 p.m. The piece will be conChristoper
Hall '71, Robert dueled by tuilif'i-t !•:. Cranqulst,
Brandt '71, and William Koure- recently appointed Assistant Proman '71 were commendable in fessor of Music.
their small roles.
'Die "Otic," im\H In 14 sections
One wishes that the play could and dedicated to the " Patroness of
have been tightened, that lines musicians," combiner) soprano and
criuId have been flred more rapid- tenor solos wiUi orchestra) move- "
ly and that scene changes could ments and choruses of "great in- "
have taken less time.
Certain spiration and power" according
nuances and shadings were im- to Gronquist.
perfect and, several times techThe orchestra will be composed
nical problems forced attention of musicians from the Coast
away from the main action. Yet Guard Academy and the Harlt
considered as a unity the pro- School of Music. Soprano Mary
duction was very successful in Willhelm and tenor Richard Don- .
spite of its imperfections and tire- ahiie win sing the solos.

Gronquht
To Conduct
Handel

Dinner Clothes Necessities
Chosen by Henry Miller and Rvflrcting Dist/'/u;tive, Correct Taste Usually Unavailable A/.sciv lie re.

*
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TUXEDO
COLOURED DINNER SHIRTS •
TARTAN DINNER TROUSERS
PATTERNED OR PLAIN
DINNER VESTS
* ASSORTMENT OF CUMMERBUNDS
* BATWING DINNER BOWS
Trinity's Closest Complete
Clothing Store
Op»n Monday Through Saturday
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'Study In Color' In Chapel
Man's Intercourse Faulty
by Michael Plummer
The Church must be increasingly flexible at a.time when
American society and institutions
are changing at a geometric rate.
All theologians are to some extent, happily or regretfully, aware
of this. Chaplain Alan C. Tull
seems to be one of the happy
ones.
Last year saw a wellpublicized rock and roll mass
performed in his chapel, as well
as several occasions of live ex^
perimental jazz programming. Robert Bolt's A MAN FOR ALL
SEASONS was also done last year.
These attempts at communication through synthesis of spiritual and secular elements were continued In the form of a presentation of Malcolm Boyd's A STUDY
IN COLOR, which replaced the
sermon
at Sunday's
Vespers

services. The reason, as Tull
explained, was the ability
of
drama to confront us strongly
with an issue. Boyd himself
personifies the spiritual-secular
synthesis which Tull is using to
pose profound human questions
relevantly in today's
society.
Boyd was part of the perversely
creative world of advertising before giving it up, relatively late
in . life, for the ministry. His
advertising background can be
seen in A STUDY IN COLOR,
which seems to be a kind of
soft-sell for confrontation
and
honesty in human relationships.
Tony Lewis '69, a member of
the Committee of The Chapel and
Verger relates that Boyd once
told him, "We're, all phonies."
This realization is the first step
which 'makes confrontation
and
honesty possible. BoyU, In two

tableaus, gives us a portroyal
of society, with all its cliches
(masking real communication) and
masks (communicating living lies),
thereby showing us our absurd
phoniness.
The advertising theme can be
seen also in the billboard-like
structure of the dialogue. We
were flashed a series of messages which disappeared as soon
as we saw them. Like a good
advertisement,
the messages
were understated, and we were
left thinking about them as they
passed. The dialogue is between
a white and a black, facing each,
other on stools. When White suggests to Black that he should wear
a wiiite mask because it is easier
being white, all we get is Black's
quiet "Is it?"
The play might be seen as lacking continuity, especially
after
Chaplain Tull's promising outline
on the Chapel Bulletin. But this
is perhaps part of its intention.
Throughout, the characters are
high lyrical and beautiful; of the groping, first for definition, then,
first type "Meditation at Oyster as they become more aware of
River" is quite effective, as "In each other, for communication.
A STUDY IN COLOR leaves us
a Dark Time" is a good example
of the second type. Roethke was at once unsatisfied (as when Black,
apparently aware of his illness and speaking to the audience, wishes
seems often to be longing for his that one white could get inside
death: "the self persists like a his mind to see how a Negro
dying star." with death his self thinks) and stimulated. In many
will be dispersed into Its beloved places we want more but there is
realms of nature. Somehow the no more. Perhaps the most valimage of Roethke as an explorer uable part of this play is what it
of the psychic landscape seems a leaves unsaid. The final echoing
more appropriate one to leave words of the play may be most
instructive in this regard. White
him with;
says, "Why all this trouble over
Old men should be explorers? the color of a man's skin. Anybody
I'll be an Indian.
can see you're Negro and I'm
Iroquois.
White." There are so many things
that anyone can see, but so many
(NEXT: SYLVIA PLATH)
of us see only what we want.

Roethke: Explorer of Himself
(Continued from page 2)
these poems as opposed to a more
conventional linear structure.
The sequence begins with the
child's birth and moves on from
there to examine the child's anxiety over questions concerning
isolation, God, sexuality and death.
Between the child's beginnings and
the formation of a singular psychic
identity there lie innumerable
shocks and barriers that disrupt
the balance of the undeveloped
psyche. The child looks (highly
subjectively) to various elements
of nature, to which he feels a
sympathy, to help him through:
At Woodlawn, I heard the dead cry:
I was lulled by the slamming of
iron,
A slow drip over stones,
Toads brooding in wells.
All the leaves stuck out their
tongues;
I shook the softening chalk of
my bones,
Saying,
Snail, snail, glister me forward,
Bird, soft-sigh me home.
Roethke's love poems, which
receive a section of their own In
WORDS FOR THE WIND (1958),
bring to force a sense of "the
other" which his earlier poems do
not contain. The woman, the beloved, comes to possess
for
Roethke many of the elusive secrets of life for which he is
looking. The woman takes on for
him a semblance to the Jungian
anima; "That woman I saw in a
• stone-/ Keeps pace when I walk
alone." Through sexuality, symbolized by the dance in the quartet of poems "Four for Sir John
Davies" (the dance theme admittedly taken from Yeats, who
Roethke often "uses"), there
arises a spiritual as well as physical engagement. The self seeks
and often receives unity through
the other - through love in general
and sex in particular.
"The Dying Man" where Yeats
is the persona, and the superbly
realized "Meditations of an Old
Woman" are the two poetic cycles
that conclude WORDS FOR THE
WIND. Both poems employ a mask
or persona to obtain, and I quote
•• Mills, " . . . a more objective dramatization of viewpoint." Both
cycles have a visionary nature to
them; here the grotesque stumbling blocks of life scene in the
earlier poems become the vehicle
f
or the individual to reach a highe
r plateau of spiritual existence.
Roethke is continually fascinated
w
'th eschatological questions -d
eath, mortality and the final
significance of life itself -- in
these poems.
In
his last book, THE FAR FIELD,
Published after his death, Roethke
seems to have let the tension out
°* Ms poems. There is the sense
he is here willing to accept
s as they are, or opt for
, / " . unexplained
metaphysical
Vls
ion.- some of these poems are

...a full size pouch of
Burgundy pipe tobacco with
the pleasing aroma
Burgundy combines an aromatic blend of vintage tobaccos, fine taste and pleasant wine aroma for the'
smoothest smoke ever to come out of a pipe
Why is it free? Frankly, because we feel that once
you try Burgundy you'll make it your regular smoke
So have a pouch ? ^ ~ - ^ n n the house . . . Cheers!
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Senior Works to Use
Computer in Diagnosis
James A. Nathanson '68 Is conducting research on a program
which may eventually lead to
diagnosis of psychological ailments by using computers. Nathanson worked at the Institute of
Living in Hartford last summer
and is now working there parttime, developing the program un-

der the direction of Dr. Charles
F. Stroebel, director of psychophysiology.
If It can be worked out, the
program will allow a computer to
store various types of information
regarding psychiatric patients who
have been treated in the past. It
will then be fed the results of
Psychological tests, physiological
measurements, the observations of
doctors and nurses and a number of
other variables on individual
patients under care.
After analyzing these variable
"Printmaking in the 1960's is the computer would be able, wi
breaking barriers unheard of in Nathanson's program, not only
this time-honored art" claimed diagnose the patient's illness a
MitchelN. Pappas, associate pro- suggest the best form of treatme
fessor of fine arts. Prints and but also recommend the doctor b
the techniques of printmaking are suited to handle the case.
the subjects of an exhibition, enAdmitting that his program is
titled "Contemporary Trends in
Printmaking," which opened Nov- still in the early stages of develember 1 in the Widener Gallery of opment, Natlianson speculates that
if it can be worked out practically,
the Austin Arts Center.
The show represents an inter- psychiatric hospitals all over the
national cross-section of graphics country could pool their knowfrom the United States, England, ledge of patient care, and that much
Germany, Spain, Poland, Italy, of the guess work might be elimJapan, and. China. Pop and Op inated from treatment.
art are presented in the exhibit
as well as the abstract. Pop and
Op art, according to Pappas, are
Are You Low in Spirits?
reinvesttgatlons by the artist of
the new environment about us,
Come and See Us
particularly "our worn commercial cliches by which, for example, bread becomes wonderH & L PACKAGE STORE
loaf and cereal becomes snap,
crackle, and pop."
"Today, as seen in the exhibit
at The College," explained PapTrinity's
pas "the artist has used collage,
Closest Outlet
.photography, rubbings, and serigraphy to imprint his images upon
plexiglass, metal, plastic, and
247-9138
aluminum foil in collaboration with
hired technicians."
219 Zion Street
The prints will be available for
Hartford, Conn.
purchase during the run of the exhibition through November 25.

Graphic Art
Show Opens

Can The WaldorfAstoria, a solidly
entrenched member
of 'the establishment
initiate a meaningful
dialogue with the
youth of America?
We can try.
By telling it to you like it is: if you want to enjoy Thanksgiving in
New York City. f i r s l c h e c k o u t T h e W a l d o r f ' s -

MINI-RATE SCHEDULE FOR STUDENTS
$ 9.00 per person, 2 in a room
$12.00 per person, 1 in a room
$23.00 (or 3 persons in a room
At The Waldorf, you'll be right around the corner from the swinging
East Side scene of "nowness." Maxwell's p/ um/ Fr;day-Sr Mr. Lolls,
and all those other friendly spots between 48th and 65th Streets are
iust a short walk from our location on Park Avenue between 49th
and 50th. That means you can stay at New York's finest hotel at baraain rate's and save a bundle on taxi (are, When it comes to ealing,
il The Waldorf's famed Oscar is a bargain, too. And wouldn't
ou'iust know..-it's ° Hilton. How's that (or a college try?
Just call ° r write

BURGUNDY
c / o P, Lorillard Company
200 East 42nd Street, New York City 17, N. Y.
Please send me a free package of Burgundy Smoking Tobacco,
Name
Street^
City

,
_State_._

-Zip-

301 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y.IOOM W.I5I5I 355-300O.
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LETTERS to the chairman

Srtnify

"Scabs"

EDITORIAL SECTION
NOVEMBER 7, 1967

Sidelined
We extend to Dr. Jacobs our sympathies for his indisposition
and our hopes for his strong and rapid recovery.
We hope that he will not feel the affairs of the College too
pressing to return prematurely to full direction of the College
to the detriment of his health.
Much groundwork, has already been laid in the way of student
faculty-administration co-operative projects witli the direct aid
of the President, We feel that most of the work may be continued
with the conference of other administrators with only the occasional consultation of the President,

Foresight
In his letter to the members of the Dialogue Committee and to
the Interfraternity Council, President Jacobs has clearly shown
that there was a student mandate four years ago for added athletics facilities. We accept the credibility that the decision to
construct the Ferris Athletics Center was made by the Trustees
partly in response to student desires. It matters little now that
when the suggestion was made to expand the size of the undergraduate body, with more administrative foresight, either construction priorities would have been altered and re-ordered or
the College would have remained about 1000 men until further
facilities.— not just additional beds —could have been provided,
Nevertheless the Trustees now have too much of a financial,
physical, and political commitment to the athletics center to
scrap the architectural'drawings and explicit monetary pledges
for the center to grant a social facility precedence. Sadly, however, the Wheels of policy making continue to turn blindly and
in the order of heaviest commitment and expediency instead of
through more enlightened pre-planning—a clear vision of the
future.
Particularly with the indisposition of Dr. Jacobs and further
to expedite the up-coming years of transition, we call upon the
Trustees and members of the Board of Fellows to assume a more
direct and active role in the affairs of the College—not as arbitrary formulators- of policy but as men wishing to share in a
dialogue of understanding with students and faculty in (.ho interest of the continued smooth functioning of the College. Now that
the 'Trustees' have acknowledged the pressing importance of
expanded social facilities we deem it essential that several
Board members commit extra time and effort to regular meetings
of the Dialogue Committee in an effort to better understand the
character of the College.
The proposal of a senior center is a radical departure from
the social nornl by a College too long dominated by the fraternity system, placing the commitment to a fraternity in a more
realistic perspective. The worth of the senior center cannot be
determined from a student referendum or from financial considerations. To ably evaluate, the merit of the Dialogue Committee
proposal, we urge Board members to participate actively in the
conception of social character of the College and* to meet regular. iy. with the Dialogue Committee.
:
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TO THE CHAIRMAN: •
A small point of morality:
Imagine working in a factory
getting paid $44 for a 54 hour
work week, needing a doctor's
note to go the bathroom, and not
being allowed to talk while working. And even more Incredible,
needing the boss's "approval" before filing a complaint.
That's ugly, but that is the way
Lev! Strauss (the makers of
Levi's) run their plant in Blue
Ridge, Georgia, and that's why
the 400 workers there have been
on a "wild-cat" strike for over
a year, and the plant iiires only
scabs now.
By buying products produced
under the above conditions, one
• not only is accepting LeviStrauss's
policy, but is actively supporting
it. Need I say more?
JONATHAN GRANOFF '70

with a cancelled .S' A // green
stamp and written in psychedelic
shocking pink. After an lulilorial Board conference and much
deliberation we suspect Miss
Pye has concocted a rather
effective put-on, not a lurnon.)

detachment of Marshals faced a
white mob on the University of
Mississippi campus. They handled themselves admirably,
I cannot re^fird Mr. Hume's
article as an example of creditable reportliii;.
SCOTT JOHNSON '69

(Editor's
Note: Mr. Hume's
iic.count made no pretence of
being an objective or authoritative depiction of tin1 WashingTO THE CHAIRMAN:
ton demons/ration.
It was,
rather, a highly mil:jc.c. live eyeI must protest to what I found view of the march from a pacific
was a highly biased and unbe- dissenter, one iv/in saw, felt
lievable news article printed in
last Tuesday's issue of the and involved himself in the
TRIPOD. I am speaking of Steve human anguish, nj the march.
Hume's account of the Washing- We recommend the TIMES for
ton, D. C. peace march. In it those who do not wish the
were several eye-witness re- integrity or syiiijxilhics o\ U.S.
ports of what "actually" happen- Marshals (/ucstioticil or that of
ed in the capital a few weekends the. dissenter:: defended: they
ago. I must express my sincere arc rcnoivnc/l for their aiilhordoubt that Mr. Hume's account ilulivc and accurate coverage
was accurate.
ilcmonstrations.)
First, I found it hard to be- of anti-war
(Editor's Note: No more! Levin lieve that the newsmen covering
is immoral!'. Take, 'em off!) the march, newsmen who have
covered domestic violence from
the first Freedom Hides to now TO THE CHAIRMAN:
and who tiave an eye for a
TO THE CHAIRMAN:
story, would suddenly pack up
We wish to emphasize a positive
their cameras and leave just approach lo the War In Vietnam. It
minutes before the final
adis our opinion that the protestors
Your aspirin high ("Students vance of the military police) on
to the Johnson Administration,
Discover a Legal High," October the marchers.
especially In its handling of the
10) although good for a mild trip,
Next, Mr. Hume makes the
Vietnam War, have instilled In the
is surpassed by another easy
statement that the United States
students and faculty of this campus
method commonly employed at an
Marshals " . . . tiarl been taught
the feeling Hint theirs is a repreinstitution in southern Connectto 'think' of people as objects,
sentative opinion. We maintain
icut.
not people . . . " I do not bethat this Is not so.
Our simple instructions: Take
lieve that Mr. Hume can prove
Vietnam Is it complicated sitone tsp. oregano, spread on Scott
uation, and the protestors among
extra absorbent towel, spray thor- this.
Further, I found Mr. Hume's
the younp; and the vnvy intellectual
oughly with Easy-on spray starch,
depiction
of the U. S. Marare people who are unknowingly for
dry for 11 l/2 minutes under sun
shals
as "archetypal Selma
a whole variety of reasons, forfeitlamp.
Grind thoroughly with
ing their right to become lenders of
eraser end ol pencil. Smoke as sheriffs" who had a " . . . macabre grin of pleasure on their
this country in the next generation.
desired. Serves four.
The people who are able to grasp
With high regards, faces . . . " as they arrested
demonstrators, an example of
and come to terms with the 'riu'hly
amateurish propaganda at best.
sophisticated demands ol realizing1
Q. T. PYE To depict' Federal Marshals as
what Hie whole problem is, are
fiends ( SS? Gestapo?) just does those who are rising to the inherent
(Editor's
Note:
I he
above
not come off too well. Mr. Hume's
responsibilities
ol leadership.
coinmuuri]ti<.' '<:«.s received (ram picture of them is inconsistent
They are the ones who are willing
Connecticut
(College's
under- with the one we had a few short
to follow the Uii'tuotis route of
ground, sent through the mails years ago when an outnumbered
(Continued on paj.',e TO

"Unbelievable"

"Paradox"

"High"

LOOKINQ FOR MOTHERBALL
by Michael Seitchik
Mr. Crile's article on the "D.C.
March" brings itp another basic
assumption I didn't have the time
or space to comment on in last
week's column. Mr. Crile seems
to feel that once the war is over,
America will be herself again.
Once the war is over racism and
poverty will be a thing of the past.
President Johnson, Mr. Crile
would have us believe, has good
intentions, but he has been confused
somewhere along the line. As
a result of Mr. Crile's expressed
•views, one might label Mm a
liberal. . And those anarchistic
members of the New Left he saw
in Washington I would label liberal
heretics.
They are heretics in that they
feel that anyone outside the New
Left is necessarily wrong. This
feeling is based upon new concepts
of freedom and protest that are
not founded on doctrinal premises
but upon psychological ones. The
liberals are now witnessing a new
style of politics, for it completely
rejects the old system. Unlike
• Mr. Crile, these new heretics see
the war as just one sympton of
an entirely corrupt System. That
is, unlike the liberals, the liberal
heretics are questioning Mr. Johnson's good intentions. For the road
to hell....
The New Left is more concerned
with.morals than with ideology and
rationality. The protests of tiie
Old Left during the 1930's were
based
upon superrational and
amoral laws of economics." The
immediate ->nfeans were not very
important, for the end would come

about anyway. These protesters
of the 1930's are today's liberal
leaders. They have more or less ,
dropped
the economic
determinism, but have kept the rationalism. The New Left, however,
sees that this cold logic and consistency has led to the use of
bayonets against dissenters in
Washington and the use of napalm
in Vietnam.
The New Left, then, does not
go in for the mass rallies and
meetings the Old Left had in its
day. For dogmatic doctrine has
been replaced with a new moral.ism. The highly impersonal rally
has been replaced by what SDS
calls Participatory Democracy
(PD),
PD is founded on the
belief that people are inherently
capable of understanding their own
problems and of expressing them
when they are able to talk freely
about them. Further, it is based
upon the belief that no real solutions to social problems are
possible without the participation
of the people who are affected
by the problem. Thus, while the
Old Left aimed at mass appeal
to one's race, economic class or
occupation, the New Left cuts
across these divisions by having
their
organizations
problem
oriented - not doctrine oriented.
Only then will the distance between
the changer and the changed be
drawn closer. The means and the
end are now considered inseparable. How the decisions are made
is just as important as the decision.
These autonomous groups (such
as the Black Caucus or C.I.T.F.)
necessarily must be small so that

everyone can be hoard and have
a chance to praticipate. These
small groups will influence larger
groups (or society at large) by
example. In the same manner,
the New Left feels that the U. S,
must clean up its own problems
at home before one can hope of convincing people that democracy is
better than dictatorship. Because
in the New Lett the emphasis is
on morals rather than doctrine,
force is not necessary -the honest
and just life is.
However,
many people have
called
the
New Left
antiintellectual. But to a great extent, this is due to the fact that
they revolt against the many intellectuals who are now apologists
for Johnson. Intelligence and
morality do not necessarily follow.
The New Left has replaced the old
way of looking at rationality as
being based upon loyic and consistency with the view that it should
be based on what is morally justifiable.
This new rationality can best
be exemplified by Ernie Chambers,
an Omaha barber considered a
leading civil rights agitator who
told a
government committee
that "You are looking at someone
who is more rational than any of
you—or some of you—because
some of you support the war in
Vietnam, but you wouldn't support
us it' we burned down Omaha,'
Mr. Chambers Is more rational
than people like Mr. Crile since
he sees the corrupt system behind the war. Mr. Chambers knows
that if the war ended tomorrow,
he wouldn't be any freer.
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Jacobs Replies to Student Groups
On Question of Social Facilities
Dear Sirs:
The communication dated October 13, 1967, from the student
members of the Sub-Committee
of the Joint Committee on Educa-?
tional Policy as well as that of
October 12, 1967, from the Interfraternity Council have been r e ceived by the Trustees of Trinity
College. They were most carefully considered at the recent
meeting of the Corporation. The
President of the College presented
them fully and in great detail.
The Trustees appreciate hearing from these important parts of
the student body in regard to their
desire for further social facilities in general, and, in particular
to the recommendation t.hat the new
dormitory currently under construction on the. North Campus be
made available for seniors and that
a commons building closely adjacent thereto be constructed, a
building which would provide commons facilities for seniors as well
as appropriate lounge space.

are serious isssues and will have desired. The fields must be compto be studied most carefully. The letely re-dug and releveled to proTrustees have directed that the vide suitable practicing and playsub-committee of the Joint Com- ing areas for the College.
mittee on Educational Policy study "2. No adequate weight-lifting or
them and other matters related to weight-training room or equipment
the request for further social is available.
facilities. The President has been "3. There is a lack of satisfacauthorized to add to this group tory basketball courts for varsuch members of the Board of sity, freshman, and intramural
Trustees as he deems wise.
competition.
The Trustees note the request "4. An inadequate number of squash
that priority be given to social courts for varsity, freshman and
facilities over the gymnasium-ath- intramural competition exists.
letic center, and this, in spite of "5. There is an inadequate num- .
the fire which on June 27, 19C7 ber of tennis courts for varsity,
destroyed Alumni Hall which pro- freshman, and intramural comvided over forty percent of our petition.
Physical Educational facilities.
"6. No permanent gymnastics or
excercise room is available.
The Trustees unanimously are "7. There is no permanent wrestof the opinion that the issue raised ling room or facilities.
is not a matter of priorities. "8. There is inadequate locker,
They note the fact that four years storage, and office space.
ago a new gymnasium -athletic •'9. We have no hockey rink.
center was agreed upon as one of •'10. There are not enough fields
the major objectives of the Capital for intramural football or baseGifts Campaign which began in ball.
The Trustees appreciate the sin- 1964 and later of the Ford Chal- •'11. Outdoor track must be
cerity of these requests. They lenge Grant which started in 1965. widened.
will give them the most serious This decision was primarily be- "12. No permanent indoor facilconsideration.
These
recom- cause of student reaction at the ities for baseball, track, golf or
mendations, however, raise sever- time.
tennis exists.
al important issues. Among them
I quote from the Student EvalAdditional trophy cases and
I mention the role of fraternities uation of the Department of Phy- "13.
display
areas for plaques and
at Trinity; the overall desirability sical Education dated April 15, awards are
of separating to the extent recom- 1963, and revised as of October "14. Alumnineeded.
Hall is a disgrace
mended the seniors from the rest 25, 1963,
and is detrimental to the image
of the student body; and the basis
"In general, the facilities at
the College and to the health
on which this separation should ' ' Trinity are seriously inadequate: of
of our students. The administratake place; the most adequate sol- "l.The condition of all the fields tion
is aware of these faults and
ution to the problem of added is poor and accounts for many yet has
not taken progressive or
social facilities; and, lastly, the of the injuries. The maintenance
steps to alleviate this conpressing matter of finances. These of these fields leaves much to be active
dition.
•'15. There is inadequate trainabout the senior center, the Dia- er's room space or facilities.
logue Committee lias found that "16. There is uo permanent or
the stipulation that seniors move adequate fencing area.
(Continued from Page 1)
physically (rom their fraternities "17. We have inadequate press
money for a gym and they are go- and can no longer take their box facilities.
ing to build that first." In-con- meals at the house has met with "18. An outdoor basketball court
cluding his letter, however, Jacobs, most objections.
To facilitate would be a welcome addition,
committed his "serious attention presentation and to clarify the though not deemed a current necesto the need for further and appro- proposal, the Committee hopes to sity.
priate social facilities at the Col- draw up working- papers to make "The proposed new gymnasium and
lege. To this I pledge my best explicit both the physical and ice hockey rink will solve most
efforts."
intellectual conception of thesen- of these above problems, but this
Edelman cited financial limita- ior center.
project must be encountered with
tions as "the biggest hang-up" in
vigorous and immediate action. We
any plans for expanded social
facilities, but said the Dialogue
Committee will continue to delineate and refine plans for a senior
center.
The Committee's pro(Continued from Page 1)
posal to designate the high-rise
a senior dormitory and construct sented, such as Dow Chemical dining and lounge facilities ad- the chief supplier of napalm for the
(Continued from page 4)
jacent has met with mixed reaction Vietnam War - as one source of
and uncertainty from both the injustice and mass murder, and really trying to grasp the.problems
Trustees and the student body. therefore, the just object of the of a world suddenly miniaturized by
Jacobs implied in his letter that denial of the rights due only to communications! Suddenly, civilthe Trustees had several reser- those who do not violate the rights izations and cultures are being laid
on top of each.other in wildly invations over the desirability of of others.
separating seniors from underSuch a following, Morrow noted, coherent jumbles. There are very
classmen and the plan's possible may very well arise at the college few threads to grasp, and any realeffect upon the fraternity system. in response to some career r e - ist, any historian, anyone dealing
Edelman emphasized "the vision" presentatives who may visit the in today's facts, will recogof the senior center in the context campus. While these protestors nize that military force - deof a master plan for the entire. may not be organized, he allowed spicable as it is - is the only
frame in which the highly delicampus and that it should not sim- that a demonstration might occur^
political,
social, and
ply be considered as an isolated necessitating the formulation of cate
entity.
some similar statement here in the economic readjustments can take
place.
In speaking at five fraternities future.
For years, people in the
United States Government have
known that China constituted a
real threat to world peace. If
a third world war can be contained on the soil of Vietnam,
when casualties can be counted
by the tens and hundreds instead of by the thousands and
hundred thousands, then that is
the ugly reality and the good
sense of the situation all in one.
War has always been the object,
the aim, the accepted procedure
of a government trying- to solidify its power.
The young generation of Western civilization is, in a minority
part, unwilling to shoulder this
basic premise because it has been
given new materialistic freedoms,
unknown to the Middle East, Far
East, Africa, and South America.
With the scientific advances of
man-comforts (especially
as
known in the United States and
Europe), a new generation has

Ferris. *•

Protest...

COMMIT YOURSELF

ASYLUM
and High Streets,
Hartford, Conn.

OPEN MONDAY SATURDAY

TRINITY CLUB of Hartford feted local alumni at last Friday's
eighth annual banquet. John L. Bonee '43 presents John C. Gunning '49 the "Man of the Year" award while guest speaker Dr.
N, William Wawaro (far left) and Benjamin Silverberg '19 look on.
(Rosenblat t Photo)

urge the- administration and the space) will be built at the earliest
Trustees to re-evaluate the prior- possible moment. Unit D (added
ity status of these buildings and gymnasium facilities and intratake a positive stand in order that mural space) will be constructed
the Athletic Department may real- if possible. Unit C which calls
istically plan its goals for the for added squash courts will not
future."
be constructed at the present time.
It was on the basis of these This revision of plans has been
recommendations that the admi- necessitated because of the great
nistration urged the Trustees four increase in building costs.
years ago to set a new GymnaThe addition of these units will
sium-Athletic Center as one of answer the majority of the comthe College's major objectives. plaints and the requests made by
In accordance therewith money the students four years ago. In
has been given and contributions, addition, much has already been
some very sizeable, have been done in regard to our playing
pledged. The College cannot now fields. Phase One has been comdepart from this major goal which pleted, creating a new varsity
it established after due consider- baseball diamond as well as two
ation four years ago. This goal instead of one soccer and lacrosse
lias become all the more import- fields.
ant due to the loss of Alumni
Phase Two of this program has
Hall.
been suspended Indefinitely for
The Trustees have, therefore, financial reasons.
on the basis oi the above considerI have statecli'rankly and straight
ations decided to go ahead with from the shoulder the reasons liethe Gymnasium-Athletic Center, hind the recent decision of the
already named for Mr. George Trustees of Trinity College. They
M. Ferris, '16,, a most generous will continue to give serious attenbenefactor and a highly valued Life tion to the need for further and
Trustee. Because of financial con-' appropriate social facilties at the
siderations it will be impossible College. To this end I pledge my
at this time to proceed with the best efforts.
whole project. Units A (varsity
Sincerely,
basketball court auditorium and
Albert C. Jacobs
offices) and B (primarily locker
President

LETTERS

to the chairman

appeared wmcti lias little con- that people! Our government is
cept of the material deprivations a system of power-checks, and
of the non-Western world. Of under this system the individual
course, they want to share their has been allowed to develop in a
comforts
with the world. Of million different directions.
The obvious flaw has been that
course, they cannot conceive of
themselves doing- violence to too few people have realized this
strangers. Of course it is bar- very sophisticated concept. Now,
baric and unbelievable, and every- since there is a whole generation
thing must be done to prevent it. of young Americans who have been
BUT WHAT "IS BEING DONE TO allowed to flourish in freedom,
PREVENT IT IS VIETNAM, WHICH material well-being, and peace,
they cannot grasp the fact that
IS THE CHEAT PARADOX.
they really actually OWE that freeThe fact of the year 1967-1968 dom to a system of government,
is that China would be glad to They have been allowed such freeconquer the rest of the world dom that they do not want anyone
by atomic force the moment there to impinge upon their freedoms
is any slight chance of success. for any reason, not even for the
Maybe a truce of delicately bal- survival of these freedoms themanced power can be achieved, but selves.
by power is meant the WILLINGAs to comingto terms with North
NESS to fight. The United States
has NO power without that. If Vietnam, which is merely an inChina or any other power believes strument of China, we are helpless
that this willingness is dissipated, unless we get an indication of a
the world situation will become substantiated desire to negotiate.
infinitely more volatile and the That is why we continue to use
threat of nuclear war, a stark force against them. This handling
reality. If as the result of such of the Vietnam War may not be
a situation, there is any world entirely correct, but we emphasize
left, it won't be a world where the need for the support of OUR .there is any deep-seated value of government during this. critical
individual growth or happiness or period in the development of the
creativity or morality. Power balance of world power. Recogwill be the only existing fact of nizing that PROTEST AND DISSENT are integral parts of our
that kind of civilization. Power
IS the only existing fact of the freedom, it has become necessary
present situation in China. This, however, to assert that our r e it must be remembered, is NOT sponsibility as Americans and
the situation of the United States to ourselves entails more than
where power is still in the hands THIS!
of the people and is used to proWILLIAM P. DURKEE '68
tect the individual freedoms of
JOHN A. WARMBOLD '68
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Myers1' Bequest to Aid
Needy Racine Students
With final settlement of the
estate of the late Thomas B.
lyiyers, '08, the College's funds to
'match the Ford Foundation's challenge grant of $2,200,000 have
been increased by more than
$225,000, It was disclosed by
Dr. Albert C. Jacobs. Myers,
a native of Canton, was a longtime banker and industrial leader of Racine, Wisconsin. He
died March 24, 1966.
It was Myers' wish that students who require financial aid
in furthering their education would
benefit from the bequest.
The bequest was established
as "The Edward J. Myers and
Thomas B. Myers Trinity College Loan Fund" for needy students.
In his bequest, Myers
expressed the hope that Racine
County high school graduates who
enrolled at the College might be
among those to share in its benefits when appropriate.
After graduation Myers worked
with The Travelers Insurance
Company, and later with National Cash Register before joining the Scovill Manufacturing Company in Waterbury in 1917. He
went to Racine in 1923 when the
Scovill firm acquired a controlling interest in the Hamilton Beach
Company there.
"At the time," he told a Racine
audience many years later, "Scovill had the intention of disposing
of Hamilton Beach, and my mission

Grad Studies,.
(Continued from page 1)
lection for draft-eligible men at
"natural times of transition"-points of completion of high school,
college and graduate degrees. The
Council sought to remove a student from jeopardy of the draft
during his course of study for a
degree. Under the current Selective Service policy,
students,
particularly in graduate school,
are vulnerable to the draft at the
end of each academic year as their
deferments are reviewed.
Neither Smith nor Placement
Director John F. Butler has noted
any alteration in student planning
for graduate schools in face of the
uncertainty of advance degree deferments. Smith regards the Class
of '68 as facing a test case in
Selective Service policy in determining if graduate deferments
will continue to be granted according to the idiosyncrasies of local
draft boards.

NEW...

in Racine was to inventory the
Hamilton Beach assets.
"But we found these assets included a community with climatic
conditions unsurpassed for industry, an ideal situation for distribution of products, and an in-,
dustrious and highly, skilled
people."
As a result of this evaluation,
Scovill decided to continue the
Hamilton Beach operation, and in
1935 consolidated the subsidiary
as a division of Scovill. Myers
was named a vice president and
director of the parent company.
Meanwhile he had become president of the First National Bank
and Trust Company, in Racine,
and later its chairman, a position
he held until his death in March,
1966.

Eban...
(Continued from page 1)
history which sought victory in
terms of its adversaries' disappearance. Their dream of destruction, he said, was nourished by a
nationalism which had strong appeal to the Middle Eastern man.
No peace will be possible until the
Arabs give up their belief
that
Israel will disappear - a belief
characterized by Eban as a
"radical existentialdiscontinuity."
Israel's goal, according to the
former ambassador, is to achieve
more than formal peace; to achieve
intensive regional cooperation in
trade and development.
" After twenty years of tension and
ambiguity," Eban maintains, "it is
not good enough to live within
'demarcation lines' specifically
described in 1949 as resting on
military conquest and as not having any political or territorial significance in relation to the final
settlement."
Eban sees the Arabs in need of
not just a change in policy but
a change of heart and intellectual
perception. He characterized their
position as "always longing for
•the settlement they could
have
^achieved the day before." "Every
war," he explained, "brings them
a new nostalgia without bringing
:
them a new hope."
He repeatedly emphasized the
•falsehood of the Arab claim that
the Jews were foreigners to the
area, pointing out that the Jewish heritage is 3000 years old
and central to the intellectual history of the Middle East.

JADE 1 EAST*
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New Safety Regulations
Result from Cornell Fire
A recent issue of "CollegeManagement" magazine reported that
most colleges don't really know
what to do to insure campus fire
safety. Citing last spring's fatal
dormitory fire at Cornell, the
magazine noted various instances
of faulty construction and neglect.
Many College officials believe
that the Cornell tragedy led the
Hartford Fire Department to force
the renovation of the Quad dorms.
As all nine Cornell victims died of
asphyxiation, particular stress
was laid on providing quick means
of escape.
Smoke and heat travels quickly
up stairwells to corridors above,
The Cornell building had only one
central stairway and long, deadend corridors. This made escape
impossible for some.
Open doors and lack of alarm
and sprinkler devices are also
prime hazards. The danger is
especially great in a dormitory.
Occupied at night, it is filled with
the most combustible materials
and is susceptible to the most
common causes of fire—smoking
and matches.
Much faith has been placed in
"Fire proof" construction, However, the Cornell fire proved that
it is the contents of the building
which burn, filling the interior with
blinding, poisonous smoke. It is
this smoke, not the flames, that
.is so often fatal. Survivors of
the tragedy at Ithaca said that they
saw no flames at all during their
escSpe.
The National Fire Protective
Association has stated that the
standard of fire safety at most
colleges is minimal. This organization suggests that the college
president, having the power to
make immediate corrective decisions, should become involved
with any fire safety committee..
The College Administration has
obviously expended much effort in
order to improve safety standards
in the older dormitories.

What To do in Case of Fire
1 Know the location of the fire box nearest your room.
2*. Do not try to fight a fire; contact the Fire Dept., (r.22-1234),
3. Do not panic.
4. When the fire horn sounds, evacuate the build in (.y Immediately.
Do not pull any more fire boxes.
5. In case of fire outside your room, leave the door shut.
Heated gases and smoke may be on the other side. Feel the
door, if it is hot or seeping smoke, block the door and stuff
the cracks.
6. If you must open the door, do so cautiously. Stand behind the
door bracing yourself against it. The noxt room may contain
superheated air under pressure, a blast of which may prove
to be fatal. Be ready to close the door quickly, If necessary.
7. Plan an alternate escape route from each room. Fire and
smoke can block your normal escape route. Open a window a
a crack at the top and bottom for fresh air. Hang; a sheet out
the window to signal rescuers.. Do not jump.
8. If a
room
is filled with smoke, get down on your hands and
Knees, The air at the lower part of tin; room is fresher and
contains more oxygen, less gasos.

You Can Help by Taking the Ki>llowing Prociautiona
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

As a precaution, do not block fire doors or exits with trunks,
furniture, draperies, etc.
Do not tamper with fire boxes or fire fl|>htln|.'; equipment.
Do not try to fight an electrical fire with water or soda acid
extinguishers, you can be electrocuted.
Do not overload electrical circuits.
Do not smoke in bed.
:

Is there abest glass
for beer?
With some beers maybe the
glass doesn't matter. But when
the beer is Budweiser, our
brewmaster holds strong views.
"I like a glass with
plenty of room," he
says. "Size is more important than shape.
A big glass, say one
that'll hold a full bottle, is best."
A big glass gives
Budweiser a chance to
show off... lets you pour it
straight down the middle to
get a full collar of foam. (Those

tiny bubbles are the only beer
bubbles in America that come
from the natural carbonation
of Beechwood Ageing.) Another thing about a
big glass: it lets you
quaff the beer. And
who wants to sip,
when the beer tastes as
hearty as Budweiser?
That's about the
size of it! Choose any
kind of glass you want
... as long as it's big enough. (Of
course, we have our own opinion
on the best beer for the glass.)

Budiweiset

•best reason in the world to drink beer
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. . ST. LOUIS.. NEWARK . LOS ANGELES . TAMPA • HOUSTON
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THE TRINITY TRIPOD

Drinan Speaks on Abortion:
Discusses 'Right to be Born'
by Mark Weinstein

Catholics and Protestants, Dri- demn abortion, except for extreme
nan observed, generally' take reasons of health. Many proFather Robert F . Drinan, Dean opposing sides on the issue of minent Protestant theologians, he
of the Boston College Law School, abortion. However, he stated that said, also share the same view
spoke Sunday evening in the Wash- many Protestant groups still con- as the Catholics.
ington Room on the subject of
"Abortion and the Law—the Right
to be Born." The lecture was sponGIRLS ! EASILY EARN $200 BY CHRISTMAS THROUGH
sored by the ICCS and Newman
SPARE-TIME SEWING AT HOME EVEN WITHOUT
Club.
A SEWING MACHINE
According to Drinan, the laws
of America, England, and other
Christian countries state that the
fetus "has the right to be born."
Easy-to-sew products (both with and without a sewing
These laws, he said, are "based
machine) can earn you extra money just in time for Christon the supposition that no one has
mas (and in the following months too!). You can accomplish
the right to intervene and desthis in a few hours a week, even while you're baby-sitting.
troy human life."
There is no personal selling needed. Our booklet gives you
Drinan stated that we should
leave our present' laws concerning
all the easy steps to follow so that you can have fun sewabortion intact "until we solve our
ing those items which you already know, plus new ideas
more pressing problems, such as
which you can learn, while every stitch earns you more
Vietnam and civil rights." Howmoney. Our extra Directory of "Where To Send For Sewing.
ever, if a change were to be made
Bargains" will be included FREE (fabrics, threads, yarns,
now, he called for the removal
buttons, ribbons, remnants, and even sewing machines at
of all criminal sanctions in aborlow prices!) if your order is received within a week. Rush
tion laws and the passage of laws
that would provide skilled social
two dollars today (only $2.00) for your copy of "GIRLS
workers and doctors to work with
SEW AND EARN," to:
women who desire an abortion.
In this manner, he stated, the law
Amethyst Enterprises
would become neutral in regard to
5 Jamaica Avenue
abortion.
Green I awn, New York 11740
Drinan explained that we need
to take a more positive approach'
Your money will be refunded if you are not completely
on the question of abortion, "The
satisfied -- and you may keep the Directory with our comlaw should work more towards
making a woman responsible, he
pliments!
said, "rather than classifying her
as a 'criminal' if she desires an
abortion." He noted, that experiment in Sweden has shown that I
through social work unwanted pregnancies can be turned into wanted
pregnancies. He felt that abortion
should be left to the discretion of
the medical profession.
The
noted lawyer-theologian
.mentioned that many states are
now considering the adoption of the
so-called Model Penal Code which
he considers faulty. This law
authorizes abortion for three r e a sons: 1.) If the physical or mental health of the mother is endangered. 2.) If the pregnancy
resulted from incest, rape, or
statutory rape. 3.) If there is
reasonable chance that the child
may be deformed.
Drinan found considerable fault
with the Model Penal Code for a
wide range of reasons. By providing the ink of deformity as
grounds for abortion, he claimed
that the law "works for the extinction of a class of people." We
have no right, he said, ,to decide
that the mentally retarded and physically deformed should not live
and only "beautiful people" live.
The term "injurious to mental
health," according to Drinan, was
too ambiguous and provided too
broad a ground for abortion. He
said that any woman with an unwanted pregnancy could claim that
the baby would harm her mental
health and thus be eligible for.
abortion.
Drinan predicted that Catholics
will always oppose abortion, at
least on the grounds of social
reasons and injury to mental
health. He explained that Catholics viewed abortion and infanticide
as one and the same, because they
believe that the unborn child is
still a living being.
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Placement
TUESDAY, NOV. 7
Stanford Bus. School
Alumni Lounge, 10:00-3:00
Northeastern V. Bus.
School, Conf. Room 10:303:00
Tuck Bus. School, Senate,
9:30
Univ. of Virginia Law,
Elton Lounge, 10:00-5:00
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 8
Temple U. Law School,
Alumni Lounge, 10:00-3:00
Harvard School of Education, Senate, 10:00-3:30
RPI Division of Graduate
Studies, Elton
Lounge, 10:00-3:30
NAVY SEEKS PILOTS
Opportunities for service
combined with excellent training and a good career are
available now through the
United States Navy Flight
Training Program.

For Distinguished

HAIRCUTS
TOMMY'S
BARBER SHOP
105 NEW BRITAIN AVE.;
NEAR BROAD STREET

1-MINUTE WALK FROM
FIELD HOUSE
Licensed Barber and
Certified Hair Stylist.

An Informaaion Team will
be on campus November 29,
between the hours of 10:00
a.m. .and 2:00 p.m.

First Choice
Of The
Engageables
They like the smart styling and
the perfect center diamond
. . . a brilliant gem of fine
color and modern cut. The
name, Keepsake, in your
ring assures lifetime satisfaction. Select yours at your
Keepsake Jeweler's store.
He's in the yellow pages
under "Jewelers."

Just around the corner for:
Convenience
Courteous Service
and Quality.

Campus Notes
Hillel
THE HILLEL Society will sponsor a lecture to be given Thursday afternoon at 4 p.m. in Wean
^oungs by Etabbi Stanley Kessler,
spiritual leader of the Beth El
Synagogue in West Hartford. Rabbi
messier is a member of the ReS? n
Department at Trinity
He will review Bernard
<%.;;; ;

ase

sTHE F I X E R , theDrey-

>

an(

* European Jewry.

• Beer & Liquors
• Greeting Cards •Buxton Wallets
• Timex Watches • Cameras & Film
• Money Orders • Pipes & Tobacco
*Ladiesr& Men's Cosmetics

HOWTO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement and Wedding'1 and new 12-page full color folder, both for
only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book:

j Name.
Address.
City
State

-Zip.

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13202
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Dath Gets 100th, Miller Slugs to 30- 28 Win,
Wesleyan Swamped by Both Frosh Squads
Pass Early
Deficit, 5-2;
4th for Chet

Titus Injures Knee
In Rough, Close Battle
with still undefeated Williams.
Next week the real test of
strength will occur as Amherst,
Still winless In 17 games! The smarting from a lackluster record,
Coast Guard Academy did every- hosts Trinity. Although the posthing but appease their fans' de- sessor of 2-3-1 slate, the Jeffs
sire for victory in succumbing to have a veteran club which rarely
the unbeaten Trinity Bantams 30- loses on its home ground.
28 before a large Parents Day
After halting the initial Bangathering on Jones Field last tam offensive effort, the Guard
Saturday.
unveiled a big surprise. OperCoach Don Miller had cautioned ating out o£ a shot-gun formation
his Hilltopper. crew all week to in which the quarterback received
be prepared for a rough contest the center's snap nearly 10 yards
as the Cadets tried to pull off behind the line of scrimmage, the
• a stunning upset. His admonitions Cadets proceeded to fill the air
were soon realized as the Coastles will passes.
employed every sort of tactic at
A confused Bantam defense
their disposal, even to throwing
dirt in Haldy Gifford's eyes, to quickly yielded a touchdown marking the first time the Hilltoppers
spring continued Cadet gains.
had trailed all season.
The lead changed hands several
times in the first quarter with the
Guard coming out on top 14-13.
Captain Larry Roberts scored
from the 22-yard line to knot the
game with eight minutes expired.
This tally was immediately followed by a Brian Titusscore on an
intercepted aerial.
The wild first half ended with
the Bantams ahead, 23-14, thanks
to a great reception by Ron Martin good for a 45-yard marker with
11 seconds left and a 27-yard fieldgoal by Ted Parrack.
A more settled Trinity defense
KINDA STRANGE! Senior
safety
Tom Nary receives managed to restrict the Cadet
instructions from Coach Don forays with a little more success
in the second half to preserve
Miller on how to combat the the victory. Three pass intercepCadet razzle-dazile offense. tions proved decisive in thwarting
(Rosenblatt Plioto) the Guard.
Another factor certainly played a
After a holding penalty nullirole in neutralizing the Bantam fied an 80-yard scoring effort by
attack - the field. Appearing as Coastie John Bestak, Dan Battles
If a bulldozer had recently com- picked off a pass for the Bantams.
mitted some atrocities to it, the From here quarterback Jay
turf gave fits to the fleet Trinity Bernardoni directed the Hillbacks
as they attempted to toppers in for their final tally
maneuver.
Brian Titus, whose hitting Doug Morrill • with a 14torn ligaments have now sidelined yard pass to give Trinity a 30him for the remainder of the year, 20 margin midway thru the final
also seemed to be a victim of the stanza.
loose sod.
Gifford then shut the door on
Overcoming these problems, the any Cadet hopes of success by•Bantam 11 flashed just enough snaring a stray Coastie aerial with .
offense to stretch their winning four minutes to go after the Guard
streak to five after an opening tie had closed the gap to 30-28.
by Judd Freeman

Concluding a weekend of superiority in freshman sports, the Bantam bootera last Saturday romped
over a seemingly weak Wesleyan
squad 5-2 at Mtddletown, Once
again the Trinity soccer team
found itself trying to handle a
skidding ball on a rain-spattered,
There was no Scoreboard clock;
In the third period Center scored muddy field.
there . was no regulation soccer
his first when he headed an in- The Blue and Gold started slowly
field; for a few minutes it looked
direct kick from Haji into the net. as Wesleyan worked past a someas if there would be no Abie , Center then assisted Gibby in this what
confused
defense and
Haji Saturday afternoon at the Unsecond goal, perhaps the sharpest skimmed the ball through the mud
iversity of Hartford. But Haji,
of the day, when he bounced a Haji and puddles into the net twice
who had missed the bus grabbed
to coast over Penn 28-0.
pass over a UH defender to the in the first period,
One of the hardest hitting games a ride to. the game, and within
anxious sophomore.
Unphased by the Iiiy, Red's show
this week will take place in Penn- six minutes of the first quarter,
Mike got another assist minutes of scoring ability, the Bantams
sylvania where surprising North Trin scored three times. Breaking
later helping Sam Elkin score. came back with a single goal late
Carolina State will be matched the back of the UH defense
Haji made it 7-0 on a twenty- in the first period on a hard, high
against underrated Penn. State. The yielded a 9-1 score for Roy Dath's- yard drive.
shot by Chris Bezoff.
Lions, behind their fine quarter- lOOth win as a soccer coach.
In the second period the BanUH
center
forward
JimAthenius
back, Tom Sherman, have come
As the half ended, the score still
opened the fourth quarter by sneak- tam machine proved they could not
through a very tough schedule in stood at 3-0 (Trinity had problems
ing a shot past substitute goalie be stopped as Co-captain Ron
good shape. However, State has in scoring when they were playing
Hank Snavely much to the delight Megna finally broke into the scorbeaten some of the best and will downhill).. If the score was close
of a small, rain-soaked home- ing column, silencing the Wesleyan
win this one too, 20-15.
for sloppy field conditions (of
coming crowd on the modern and players and bench (but not the
rapidly growing cross-town cam- coach).
/A trip to the Rose Bowl might course it always rains when Trinpus.
Trinity was anxious to match the
be at stake in The Big Ten as ity plays soccer in Hartford) the
freshman football team's win and
Purdue and Minnesota clash. The game itself was not.. A tough
Trinity
then
.
completed
the
Boilermakers are ineligible having Trinity defense kept the ball out
massacre. Roy Blixt curved a long began the second half determined
gone last year. But the Gophers of Bantam territory for the en- drive into the net and Center, to break the 2-2 tie, Wesleyan
tire
second
and
third
periods.
are running alongside Purdue for
showing the opposing crowd that could not counter the Hilltoppers'
the conference title and the big Then, -in two quick scoring bursts
he is indeed one of the best in momentum and watched helplessly
halfway
through
the
late
periods,
tripi Minnesota has a little too
New England, dribbled past two as Trinity notched three more
much to overcome in Leroy Keyes Trin ran the score up to the 9-1 UH defensemen and scored all by goals.
• • • • • :
and Mike Phipps.
Purdue 28, total.
himself.
An unbelievable shot by Mark
Mike Center, Alan Gibby and Haji
Minn. 17. • ' . - . . :
Roy Dath had made the century
each scored twice,
"no angle" Macornber opened the
mark.
Two important contests will be
third period scoring. Mark conPeter Wiles, playing a sparkling
Dath had much to be proud of fessed that even lie didn't know
decided on the West Coast Satur- game, broke the ice in the first
Saturday.
Clearing
the
bench
early
day as Southern Cal meets stub- period. After about three minutes
how he'd managed to score.
in the game he saw the true meanborn Oregon State and as UCLA of play when Al Greisinger's longFurther humiliation came to the
plays Washington. State fought the direct kick was fumbled by the ing of depth on his squad as wave de-spirited Cardinal team as Dan
after wave of Trinity players asUclans to a 16-16 tie last week. UH goalie, Pete ran it in for the
Nevertheless, O. J. Simpson comes ; point. Minutes later Haji scored- saulted the UH goal with thirty Seltzer, moving up from his fullup with the big piays when they the first of his two1 goals on an. shots to a mere five for the Hawks. back position on a corner kick,
proved the value of his heading':
count and will lead the Trojans assist from Mike Center, and Alan
The Bantams, now 6-0, play their ability by punching Bezoff's cross
to victory, 25-20.;- UCLA after Gibby followed with another score
final home contest Tuesday against past the busy Wesleyan yoal tender
slipping a little last week will be a minute later when his\kick from
Coast Guard, a team that dehungry and will outplay the the left wing curved: into the net : feated UH 4-3 in overtime. By to make tlie score -1-2.
More mud was piled on the grave
Huskies, 17-7, : ' .
late Tuesday afternoon coach Dath
off goalie Peter Kasavage's hand.
as Ray ••Geek" Acker accounted for
. may well have number 101.
the final goal.

Tips by Titus
As the end of the football season grows near, the going geta
a lot tougher for the player and
the spectator. This is illustrated
by the large number of crucial
games that are cropping up. In
the East this week there are a
number of interesting matches.
Williams will travel to Middletown this week to take on'the always-tough Cardinals. Wesleyan
has been blessed by an unusually
easy schedule so far and are not
as good as their record indicates.;
Williams to beat Wes: 21-10.;
•.• In ,a very, important Ihtra-state
rivalry, Southern Conn, will, be
. playing Bridgeport. Southern, the
perennial eonquerer of Central,,is
having an up and down season,..
Bridgeport plays one of the toughest small college schedules in the
East.
S.C should come out' on
top though: 20-14, .
. Another top game will feature
Springfield and the University of
New Hampshire. Springfield is
most unpredicatable this season,
while New Hampshire is playing
good steady ball. The latter should
be: too strong: NH 26, Spring 14,
AV very important Ivy League
game: will be played in New Haven
this week as the Elis takeonPenn,
The Quakers ahyays play well in
the Bowl but the power of Yale
is overwhelming, Dowling and Hill

The "StumpM Muscles Toward His 12th goal of the season
on the University of Hartford's soccer quagmire last Saturday
as the Bantams snatched their sixth straight win, handing 16year-veteran coach, Roy Dath, his 100th victory. Since no one
can kid Captain Mike Center about his playing, his side-bums,
weight, and height have cropped up lately as objects of team
teasing. :

The Wesloyan freshman football
team took the Held against Trinity Saturday unbeaten, untied, and
unscored upon. They left it still
untied.
Their scoreless streak lasted
twelve seconds, or as long as it
took David Kiarsis to scoop up
the opening kickol'f on the Trinity
twenty and go all the way with
it. After sixty minutes, the Baby
Bantams had ended the Cardinals
unbeaten streak, 30-!).
Aside from his 80-yard runback,
Kiarsis gained 111 yards rushing,
for an average of n.U yards per
carry, and grabbed four passes
for 63 yards. He scored again
on a 34-yard run in the second
quarter, Hoary Smith also scored
in the second quarter on a 1yard push.
Trin's passing attack worked
effectively against the; reared Wes
defense, with QB George Matava
completing; 8 of 12 for 111) yards,
including a TD to Spencer Knapp
in the fourth quarter.
Wesleyan managed to put across
one TD in the fourth quarter, on
a Vic Pieiffer pass to James
Sperling. They went successfully
for the two points on a Don Graham run.
The Baby Bantams managed to
score once more on a nine-yard
field goal by Sheldon Crosby, who
had kicked three extra [joints.
The frosh defense again functioned superbly, holding Wes to
only 3 first downs in the first
half. Tom Teller, standout middle
linebacker, picked off his first
pass ol the year in the third quarter.

(Sample Photo)
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